
 

 

CITY OF VICTORIA 
BOARD OF VARIANCE MINUTES 

SEPTEMBER 12, 2013 
 
 
Present: Bruce Hallsor, Chair 
 Peggy Pedersen 
 Trevor Moat 
 Andrew Rushforth 
 Paul Osborne 
 
Staff: Duane Blewett, Senior Planning Technician 
 
 
The meeting was called to order at 12:30 pm. 
 
1. Minutes:  Meeting of August 22, 2013 
 

Moved:  Andrew Rushforth Seconded:  Paul Osborne 
 

That the minutes of August 22, 2013, be adopted 
 
  Carried (unanimous) 
 
2. Appeals 
 
Board of Variance Appeal #00480 
Jacques Boisvert and Cherith Golightly, Applicants/Owners 
1620 Bay Street 
 
Present Zoning: R1-B - Single Family Dwelling 
Present Use: Single family dwelling 
 
The proposal is to raise the existing Single Family Dwelling 1.62m (5.31ft) to develop a new 
lower floor. 
 
Bylaw Requirements Relaxations Requested 
 
Section 1.2.5.a Relaxation for the front yard setback (west) from 7.50m (24.61') 

to 5.17m (16.96') 
 
Section 1.2.5.b Relaxation for the rear yard setback (east) from 7.50m (24.61') 

to 2.23m (7.32') 
 
Section 1.2.5.c Relaxation for the side yard setback on a flanking street (Bay 

Street) from 3.50m (11.48') to 2.18m (7.15') 
 
Section 1.2.5.f Relaxation for the eave projections into a setback from 0.75m 

(2.46') to 0.91 (2.99') north, 2.61m (8.56') east, 1.82m (5.97') 
south, and 2.70m (8.86') west 

 
Jacques Boisvert (applicant/owner), Cindy Stadler (2502 Scott Street) and Matt Dell (2511 Scott 
Street) were present. 
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The Senior Planning Technician read the following correspondence: 

 Two email letters received from Victor Nascimento (1628 Bay Street) not in support of 
east side relaxation requests. 

 
Applicant 

 House constructed in 1932, no foundation, walls are listing and sagging, house is sinking 
in one corner. 

 Lot was longer and portion taken by the City along Bay Street in the past. 
 Thought Scott Street was the flanking street which is not the case according to City 

definitions since 2011. 
 Based on the definitions, no building could be built within the permitted setbacks. 
 Construction materials mentioned in Mr. Nascimento’s email are not related to the 

house.  Fence posts were delivered to the site recently. 
 Plans to rezone the property at a later date for a Garden Suite. 
 Still need to request a relaxation if the house were moved farther from Bay Street. 
 Passive house construction, eave projections will shade the walls cooling the building 

during the summer.  The eave projections will maximize the sun in the winter and reduce 
it in the summer.  Easy maintenance. 

 Entry will be moved to Scott Street. 
 Storm and sewer lines are shallow so lowering the lower floor is an issue. 
 Plans amended to reflect a proposed setback of 2.23m on the east side. 
 
Board 

 Proposal is to raise the house in its current location. 
 Why not move the house farther from Bay Street? 
 Relaxation for eave projections; what is the hardship? 
 Entry is currently on the east side? 
 Why not lower the lower floor (dig down)? 
 The City will ensure water issues related to plumbing are dealt with through permit 

processes for the property. 
 East setback identified is incorrect, correct value is 2.14m not 2.23m. 
 Any site line issues with the house being as close as it is to Bay Street? 
 Not satisfied with the hardship expressed for the eave projections. 
 The difference is not that much compared to the permitted overhang distance for some 

of these sides. 
 Reasonable to have a covered entry; could the applicant provide posts for the entry 

overhang? 
 
Public 

 Matt Dell:  Numerous issues with past owners and tenants of this property (junk yard).  
Clearing the site has development potential.  Wife and I are in support of this proposal.  
Friendly design open to Scott Street. 

 Cindy Stadler:  Support the proposal.  Concerned about plumbing and how that will 
affect the area.  We have issues with water. 

 
Senior Planning Technician 

 The existing location of the house is not an issue for sight lines for traffic concerns 
according to the Traffic Bylaw. 
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 0.75m is the maximum eave projection permitted. 
 Posts would be subject to setback regulations which would affect the front yard setback 

relaxation request before you today. 
 
Moved:  Paul Osbourne 
 
That the variances be allowed Motion Defeated 
 
 
Moved:  Andrew Rushforth Seconded:  Peggy Pederson 
 
That the following variances be allowed: 
 
Section 1.2.5.a Relaxation for the front yard setback (west) from 7.50m (24.61') 

to 5.17m (16.96') 
 
Section 1.2.5.b Relaxation for the rear yard setback (east) from 7.50m (24.61') 

to 2.23m (7.32') 
 
Section 1.2.5.c Relaxation for the side yard setback on a flanking street (Bay 

Street) from 3.50m (11.48') to 2.18m (7.15') 
 
 Carried (unanimous) 
 
 
Moved:  Paul Osborne 
 
That the following variance be declined: 
 
Section 1.2.5.f Relaxation for the eave projections into a setback from 0.75m 

(2.46') to 0.91 (2.99') north, 2.61m (8.56') east, 1.82m (5.97') 
south, and 2.70m (8.86') west 

 
 Motion Defeated 
 
 
Moved:  Paul Osborne Seconded:  Trevor Moat 
 
That the north, south and east eave projection relaxation requests be declined and the following 
variance allowed: 
 
Section 1.2.5.f Relaxation for the eave projections into a setback from 0.75m 

(2.46') to 2.70m (8.86') west 
 
 Carried (unanimous) 
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Board of Variance Appeal #00482 
Paul Stevens and Louise Stevens, Applicants/Owners 
2331 Victor Street 
 
Present Zoning: R-2 - Two Family Dwelling 
Present Use: Strata duplex 
 
The proposal is to legalize the location of an existing accessory building. 
 
Bylaw Requirements Relaxations Requested 
 
Schedule F, Section 1 Relaxation for the location of an accessory building from the 

rear yard to the front yard 
 
Schedule F, Section 4.b Relaxation for the side yard setback (north) from 0.6m (1.97') to 

0.3m (1.0') 
 
Schedule F, Section 4.d Relaxation for the separation space between the principle 

residence and an accessory building from 2.4m (7.87') to 2.33m 
(7.64') 

 
Paul and Louise Stevens (applicants/owners) were present. 
 
Applicant 

 Children’s playhouse built by my husband five years ago. 
 At the time there were no complaints from the neighbours. 
 Construction had involvement from the neighbourhood. 
 Neighbour with the issue now did not provide input during construction. 
 This is an unpleasant situation. 
 Duplex property, we do not have a back yard. 
 Many other properties in the area have structures like this in their front yards. 
 Sought input from the other neighbours and everyone likes it and do not find it offensive. 
 Children need a playhouse for areas to play and do kid things. 
 Properties these days are divided up with lack of play areas. 
 Tried to comply with City regulations, during construction it ended up closer to the house 

than planned.  We can move it over slightly to comply with the separation space 
regulation. 

 North setback is small to reduce maintenance for small area and keep the usable front 
yard area bigger. 

 
Board 

 Looking for rationale related to hardship and not having the shed? 
 What defines a structure?  Would a children’s plastic playhouse be a structure? 
 Can the building be moved away from the house? 
 Can the building be moved elsewhere in the yard? 
 Could the building be located in the side yard? 
 
Senior Planning Technician 

 This proposal is a structure as per the City’s definitions. 
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 The regulations require accessory buildings to be located in the rear yard.  A variance 
would be required for the building to be relocated to the side yard. 

 
Moved:  Andrew Rushforth Seconded:  Trevor Moat 
 
That the following variances be allowed: 
 
Schedule F, Section 1 Relaxation for the location of an accessory building from the 

rear yard to the front yard 
 
Schedule F, Section 4.b Relaxation for the side yard setback (north) from 0.6m (1.97') to 

0.3m (1.0') 
 
That the following variance be declined: 
 
Schedule F, Section 4.d Relaxation for the separation space between the principle 

residence and an accessory building from 2.4m (7.87') to 2.33m 
(7.64') 

 
 Carried 
 Opposed:  Paul Osborne 
 
 
Board of Variance Appeal #00470 
Andrea Scott and Michael Lancaster, Applicants/Owners; Cascadia Architects Inc. 
1466 Gladstone Street 
 
Present Zoning: R1-B - Single Family Dwelling 
Present Use: Single family dwelling 
 
The proposal is to remove the existing rear landing and stair and construct a new two-level 
tiered deck with stairs. 
 
Bylaw Requirements Relaxation Requested 
 
Section 1.2.5.c Relaxation for the side yard setback (east) from 1.5m (4.9') to 

1.19m (3.9') 
 
Michael Lancaster (applicant/owner) was present. 
 
Applicant 

 Based on previous feedback, plans were altered to the minimum required for the door 
swing on the main floor. 

 
Moved:  Andrew Rushforth Seconded:  Peggy Pedersen 
 
That the following variance be allowed: 
 
Section 1.2.5.c Relaxation for the side yard setback (east) from 1.5m (4.9') to 

1.19m (3.9') 
 
 Carried (unanimous) 
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Board of Variance Appeal #00474 
Garry Foster and Helen Foster-Grimmett, Applicants/Owners 
2608 Capital Heights 
 
Present Zoning: R-2 - Two Family Dwelling 
Present Use: Single family dwelling 
 
The proposal is to construct an addition to the rear of the existing structure to accommodate a 
second self-contained dwelling unit.  The use will change from single family dwelling to duplex. 
 
Bylaw Requirements Relaxation Requested 
 
Section 2.1.5.b Relaxation for the rear yard setback from 13.34m (43.77') to 

9.0m (29.53') 
 
Helen Foster-Grimmett and Gary Foster (applicants/owners) were present. 
 
Applicant 

 Would like to preserve as much green space as possible at the back and have a garage 
which provides some separation between the existing residence and the new residence. 

 The garage will allow us to keep the existing windows facing the rear which are for a 
bedroom, bathroom and kitchen. 

 Garage is not very wide, reducing it any further would be a problem; lack of storage and 
room for a vehicle. 

 We do not wish to adjourn this proposal to a later date. 
 
Board 

 What is the hardship related to the need for a 14’ relaxation request rather than a 
reduced distance? 

 A separate garage could be provided, the yard would be larger and the relaxation 
request would either be reduced or not necessary. 

 Would you like to adjourn the application to a later date to provide the builder/designer 
with an opportunity to speak? 

 Could have a parking pad.  A garage is not required. 
 An accessory building would cast shadows in the rear yard presenting a hardship. 
 
Senior Planning Technician 

 A separate garage located in the rear yard would be permitted. 
 An accessory building requires a 2’ setback from the side and rear property lines. 
 
Moved:  Trevor Moat Seconded:  Andrew Rushforth 
 
That the following variance be allowed: 
 
Section 2.1.5.b Relaxation for the rear yard setback from 13.34m (43.77') to 

9.0m (29.53') 
 
 Carried 
 Opposed:  Peggy Pedersen 
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Board of Variance Appeal #00483 
Matthew Smith, Applicant/Designer; Michael McCaffrey, Owner 
3010 Jackson Street 
 
Present Zoning: R1-B - Single Family Dwelling 
Present Use: Single family dwelling 
 
The proposal is to enlarge the existing front entry. 
 
Bylaw Requirements Relaxation Requested 
 
Section 1.2.5.a Relaxation for the front yard setback (east) from 7.50m 

(24.61') to 5.65m (18.54') 
 
Mathew Smith (applicant/designer) and Michael McCaffrey (owner) were present. 
 
The Senior Planning Technician read the following correspondence: 
 Petition from the following notified neighbours in support:  3011, 3018, 3020 Jackson 

Street and 1110 Summit Avenue 
 
Applicant 

 Received a phone call from 3000 Jackson Street where they identified support. 
 Hardship is an existing non-conforming setback. 
 Modifying the entry slightly. 
 Removing the bay window. 
 
Board 

 Same front yard setback relaxation, different location. 
 
Moved:  Peggy Pedersen Seconded:  Andrew Rushforth 
 
That the following variance be allowed: 
 
Section 2.1.5.b Relaxation for the rear yard setback from 13.34m (43.77') to 

9.0m (29.53') 
 
 Carried (unanimous) 
 
 
Board of Variance Appeal #00485 
William Bell, Applicant/Owner; Timberhawk Homebuilders Ltd., Designer 
1031 Mary Street 
 
Present Zoning: R-2 - Two Family Dwelling 
Present Use: Strata duplex 
 
The proposal is to construct a deck and stairs at the rear of the existing strata duplex. 
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Bylaw Requirements Relaxation Requested 
 
Section 2.1.5.a Rear yard setback (south) relaxed from 14.08m (46.19') to 

7.69 (25.23') for deck and stairs 
 
William Bell and Jenny Hyde (applicants/owners) were present. 
 
Applicant 

 Existing house is non-conforming. 
 Existing landing is not adequate or safe. 
 Builder told us to ask for more than we required. 
 Could reduce the deck so it is not as large. 
 Mr. Bell and Ms. Hyde expressed differing opinions on the minimum size of the deck 

needed as well as the location of the proposed stairs. 
 Stairs go well with the design as an entry way. 
 We would like to have the application heard today and not have it adjourned. 
 
Board 

 Board looks at the minimum relaxation required for your needs. 
 Why does the deck need to be this large; width and length? 
 Based on the difference of opinion between the owners we could adjourn the application 

to a later hearing date providing them with time to decide what design works best. 
 The need for a deck is obvious; the size of this deck is an issue. 
 
Moved:  Paul Osborne 
 
That the following variance be allowed: 
 
Section 2.1.5.a Rear yard setback (south) relaxed from 14.08m (46.19') to 

7.69 (25.23') for deck and stairs 
 
 Motion Defeated 
 
 
Moved:  Paul Osborne Seconded:  Trevor Moat 
 
That the following variance be allowed: 
 
Section 2.1.5.a Rear yard setback (south) relaxed from 14.08m (46.19') to 

7.69 (25.23') for deck and stairs 
 

Opposed:  Peggy Pedersen, 
Andrew Rushforth and Bruce Hallsor 

 
Declined 

 
 
3:00 pm - Andrew Rushforth excused himself from the meeting 
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Board of Variance Appeal #00486 
Douglas Smith, Applicant/Contractor; Dan Parker and Christine Cosack, Owners 
985 Redfern Street 
 
Present Zoning: R1-G - Single Family Dwelling (Gonzales) 
Present Use: Single Family Dwelling 
 
The proposal is to remove the existing rear porch and construct a 3.65m X 5.5m (12' X 18') 
main floor addition for a family room and a deck. 
 
Bylaw Requirements Relaxations Requested 
 
Section 1.6.5.b Rear yard setback (east) relaxed from 9.1m (29.85') to 7.8m 

(25.59') 
 
Section 1.6.6.a Site coverage relaxed from 30% maximum to 32% 
 
Doug Smith (applicant/contractor) and Dan Parker (owner) were present. 
 
Applicant 

 The existing addition on the home is small and awkward. 
 Replace the previous addition with a 12’ wide family room which will suit his needs 

better. 
 Property was reduced by the City in the past creating issues for possible additions 

related to setbacks and lot coverage. 
 House was constructed in 1912 and the foundation would not support another storey.  

The foundation would need to be replaced. 
 
Board 

 Can you build up rather than expanding out? 
 
Senior Planning Technician 

 A relaxation would be required for the front yard setback if an additional storey were to 
be added; possibly another relaxation would be required as well. 

 
Moved:  Paul Osborne Seconded:  Peggy Pedersen 
 
That the following variances be allowed: 
 
Section 1.6.5.b Rear yard setback (east) relaxed from 9.1m (29.85') to 7.8m 

(25.59') 
 
Section 1.6.6.a Site coverage relaxed from 30% maximum to 32% 
 
 Carried (unanimous) 
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Board of Variance Appeal #00484 
Sarah May and Tanner Jerreat-Poole, Applicants/Owners; Jerry Vander Wal Design 
107 Ladysmith Street 
 
Present Zoning: R3-L - Low Density Multiple Dwelling 
Present Use: Single family dwelling 
 
The proposal is to construct a 29 square metre (312 square foot) single storey addition to the 
rear of the existing building. 
 
Bylaw Requirements Relaxation Requested 
 
Section 3.2.7(iv) Relaxation of the rear yard setback (south) from 7.5m (24.6') 

to 1.5m (4.9') 
 
Tanner Jerreat-Poole (applicant/owner) was present. 
 
Applicant 

 Previous owners created the space on the lower floor as a separate suite. 
 The design layout for the lower floor which is our entry is awkward and not very useable. 
 This proposal will create better living space for our needs now and in the future. 
 We do not plan to use the space as a suite. 
 The rear yard is not very useable as it is shaded from neighboring properties. 
 A reconfiguration will be required and the lower floor would still not be very usable. 
 
Board 

 Do you plan on using the lower floor as a suite?  Is this permitted? 
 What is the required rear yard setback? 
 What is the existing rear yard setback and why does it not match the zone 

requirements? 
 Was a variance granted for the existing rear yard setback? 
 What is the hardship for not having the addition? 
 The homes on the neighbouring properties have made the rear yard an unpleasant 

space. 
 Site coverage is well below the maximum permitted. 
 The applicant is attempting to make the building better and remove the illegal use. 
 
Senior Planning Technician 

 The use of the lower floor as a Secondary Suite was not permitted and is not permitted 
on this property. 

 The required rear yard setback is 7.5m. 
 The existing setback is 5.1m which does not match the requirements of the zone. 
 
Thom Pebernat entered the hearing with information related to the existing rear yard 
setback. 
 
 Thom:  After reviewing the previously approved Building Permit Plans, it would appear 

the permit was approved in error.  The setback should have been greater for the rear 
yard. 
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Moved:  Peggy Pedersen 
 
That the following variance be allowed: 
 
Section 3.2.7(iv) Relaxation of the rear yard setback (south) from 7.5m (24.6') 

to 1.5m (4.9') 
 
 Motion Defeated 
 
 
Moved:  Peggy Pedersen Seconded: Trevor Moat 
 
That the following variance be allowed: 
 
Section 3.2.7(iv) Relaxation of the rear yard setback (south) from 7.5m (24.6') 

to 1.5m (4.9') 
 
 Carried 
 
 Opposed:  Paul Osborne 
 
 
Meeting Adjourned:  3:40 pm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Zoning Administrator, applicants, owners and neighbours were present during the deliberations. 
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